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A beautifully written sequel to the inspirational Emmanuel's Book, with an introduction by Ram
Dass.Â The Choice For LoveÂ offers insight into difficult relationships, aging, illness and healing,
learning from AIDS and much more.
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For what it's worth I have spent most of my life looking for spiritual understanding and experience.
And this is one of the best books I have found. I picked it up and was captured by it's wisdom,
beauty and Love. For me it was like a letter from home... a very dear home where those who love
me, watch and wait for my eventual return.This book touched my heart and brightened my life. I
write this in hopes that it will do the same for you.I love you, and look forward to our reunion. --FCB

All the Emmanuel books are gentle, sweet reminders of who we really are. They will set you free.
Just read one...try it and see.

Emmanuel's books are some of the best books I have found which contain real, deep spiritual
truths. They present a vision of humanity and God which is totally compassionate and loving. The
question is not whether these books are true. The question is whether you are ready for this truth?
Many similar books are hard to digest, but this series is not. Emmanuel means "God with us," and

God is truly in this series. I strongly recommend this series if you are a seeker of Truth.

Just hear Emmanuel talking and you'll see: How often you arrange your lives to accommodate what
has already been and passed rather than to prepare a welcome for this moment of creation. The
disappointment and frustrations of your lives can only live in the encasement of yesterday. The altar
built to the worship of predictability is not the place humanity must go to worship. But rather place
faith in the truth of who you are now and rest in the willingness to move into the as yet unknown of
the next breath. For I promise you that you are trustworthy and so is the loving Universe. I hope you
enjoy all the Emmanuel's books as much as I do!

This book can be a way of finding a comforting loving supportive place inside yourself.It does not
shout at you or force you to think in a specific way .It gently guides you to discover for yourself.I
highly reccomend it as the anti cynicism book.

Divided into chapters according to subject matter, this book is a collection of short quotations from
conversations with Emmanuel, an entity channeled by Pat Rodegast. This is a good bedside book.
Open to any page, and a complete and very brief essay will be there to comfort you. The sections
on death and fear are particularly worthwhile. Not as impressive as the first Emmanuel book, this
second book nonetheless includes new information that is worth reading.

This book is every bit as beautiful as the other two by Emmanuel. Emmanuel is both honest and
polite. His gentle sense of humor can tickle me even while I thought I was despairing. He answers
serious questions without being severe, and he is always full of hope and love.

All three of these books have helped me in my life. The choice of love is the one that hit hard in my
heart. Emmanual's Books are the only(that I have read) spiritual religious type books that don't
contridict with the truth of it all.Any person or spirit talking against these books are just evil and have
a blackend heart.I would recommend Emmanual to any troubled soul looking for some truth.
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